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Developing High Quality Data Models provides an introduction to the key
principles of data modeling. It explains the purpose of data models in both
developing an Enterprise Architecture and in supporting Information Quality;
common problems in data model development; and how to develop high quality
data models, in particular conceptual, integration, and enterprise data models.
The book is organized into four parts. Part 1 provides an overview of data models
and data modeling including the basics of data model notation; types and uses of
data models; and the place of data models in enterprise architecture. Part 2
introduces some general principles for data models, including principles for
developing ontologically based data models; and applications of the principles for
attributes, relationship types, and entity types. Part 3 presents an ontological
framework for developing consistent data models. Part 4 provides the full data
model that has been in development throughout the book. The model was
created using Jotne EPM Technologys EDMVisualExpress data modeling tool.
This book was designed for all types of modelers: from those who understand
data modeling basics but are just starting to learn about data modeling in
practice, through to experienced data modelers seeking to expand their
knowledge and skills and solve some of the more challenging problems of data
modeling. Uses a number of common data model patterns to explain how to
develop data models over a wide scope in a way that is consistent and of high
quality Offers generic data model templates that are reusable in many
applications and are fundamental for developing more specific templates
Develops ideas for creating consistent approaches to high quality data models
Learn how to institute and implement enterprise architecture in your organization.
You can make a quick start and establish a baseline for your enterprise
architecture within ten weeks, then grow and stabilize the architecture over time
using the proven Ready, Set, Go Approach. Reading this book will: 1. Give you
directions on how to institute and implement enterprise architecture in your
organization. You will be able to build close relationships with stakeholders and
delivery teams, but you will not need to micromanage the architecture’s
operations. 2. Increase your awareness that enterprise architecture is about
business, not information technology. 3. Enable you to initiate and facilitate
dramatic business development. The architecture of an enterprise must be
tolerant of currently unknown business initiatives. 4. Show you how to get a
holistic view of the process of implementing enterprise architecture. 5. Make you
aware that information is a key business asset and that information architecture
is a key part of the enterprise architecture. 6. Allow you to learn from our
experiences. This book is based on our 30 years of work in the enterprise
architecture field, colleagues in Europe, customer cases, and students. We do
not pretend to cover all you need to know about enterprise architecture within
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these pages. Rather, we give you the information that is most important for
effective and successful guidance. Sometimes, less is more. If your company is
about to make a major change and you are looking for a way to reduce the
changes into manageable pieces—and still retain control of how they fit
together—this is your handbook. Maybe you are already acting as an enterprise
architect and using a formal method, but you need practical hints. Or maybe you
are about to set up an enterprise architect network or group of specialists and
need input on how to organize your work. The Ready-Set-Go method for
introducing enterprise architecture provides you, the enterprise architect, with an
immediate understanding of the basic steps for starting, organizing, and
operating the entirety of your organization’s architecture. Chapter 1: Ready
shows how to model and analyze your business operations, assess their current
status, construct a future scenario, compare it to the current structure, analyze
what you see, and show the result in a city plan. Chapter 2: Set deals with
preparing for the implementation of the architecture with governance, enterprise
architecture organization, staffing, etc. This is the organizing step before
beginning the actual work. Chapter 3: Go establishes how to implement a city
plan in practice. It deals with the practicalities of working as an enterprise
architect and is called the “running” step. The common thread through all
aspects of the enterprise architect’s work is the architect’s mastery of a number
of tools, such as business models, process models, information models, and
matrices. We address how to initiate the architecture process within the
organization in such a way that the overarching enterprise architecture and
architecture-driven approach can be applied methodically and gradually
improved.
A quick and reliable way to build proven databases for core business functions
Industry experts raved about The Data Model Resource Book when it was first
published in March 1997 because it provided a simple, cost-effective way to
design databases for core business functions. Len Silverston has now revised
and updated the hugely successful 1st Edition, while adding a companion volume
to take care of more specific requirements of different businesses. This updated
volume provides a common set of data models for specific core functions shared
by most businesses like human resources management, accounting, and project
management. These models are standardized and are easily replicated by
developers looking for ways to make corporate database development more
efficient and cost effective. This guide is the perfect complement to The Data
Model Resource CD-ROM, which is sold separately and provides the powerful
design templates discussed in the book in a ready-to-use electronic format. A
free demonstration CD-ROM is available with each copy of the print book to allow
you to try before you buy the full CD-ROM.
Computer Weekly Professional Series: Information Structure Design for
Databases: A Practical Guide to Data modeling focuses on practical data
modeling covering business and information systems. The publication first offers
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information on data and information, business analysis, and entity relationship
model basics. Discussions cover degree of relationship symbols, relationship
rules, membership markers, types of information systems, data driven systems,
cost and value of information, importance of data modeling, and quality of
information. The book then takes a look at entity relationship modeling
connections, one-to-one relationship, and entity relationship modeling advanced
topics, including connection traps, resolving many-to-many relationships, four
combinations of membership, and entity merging. The text examines logical data
dictionary, data flow diagrams, entity life history, and developing database
applications. Topics include data modeling during development, waterfall
approach, iterative development, sequence, selection, illegal data flow linkages,
conservation of data, second normal form rule, and denormalization. The book is
a valuable reference for researchers interested in data modeling.
In this second edition of his best-selling book, Data Structures and Algorithm
Analysis in C , Mark Allen Weiss continues to refine and enhance his innovative
approach to algorithms and data structures. Using a C implementation, he
highlights conceptual topics, focusing on ADTs and the analysis of algorithms for
efficiency as well as performance and running time. Dr. Weiss also distinguishes
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C with the extensive use of figures and
examples showing the successive stages of an algorithm, his engaging writing
style, and a logical organization of topics.
Continuous improvements in digitized practices have created opportunities for
businesses to develop more streamlined processes. This not only leads to higher
success in day-to-day production, but it increases the overall success of
businesses. Enterprise Information Systems and the Digitalization of Business
Functions is a key resource on the latest advances and research for a digital
agenda in the business world. Highlighting multidisciplinary studies on data
modeling, information systems, and customer relationship management, this
publication is an ideal reference source for professionals, researchers,
managers, consultants, and university students interested in emerging
developments for business process management.
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th International
Conference on Object-Oriented and Entity-Relationship Modelling, OOER '95,
held in Gold Coast, Australia in December 1995. The 36 papers presented
together with an invited presentation by Gio Wiederhold were selected from a
total of 120 submissions. The papers are organized in sections on object design
and modelling, models and languages, reverse engineering and schema
transformation, behavioral modelling, non-traditional modelling, theoretical
foundations, business re-engineering, integrated approaches, cooperative work
modelling, temporal data modelling, federated systems design, and industrial
stream papers
Revised edition of the authors' Strategic planning for information systems, 2002.
Information Modeling and Relational Databases provides an introduction to ORM
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(Object Role Modeling)-and much more. In fact, it's the only book to go beyond
introductory coverage and provide all of the in-depth instruction you need to
transform knowledge from domain experts into a sound database design. Inside,
ORM authority Terry Halpin blends conceptual information with practical
instruction that will let you begin using ORM effectively as soon as possible.
Supported by examples, exercises, and useful background information, his stepby-step approach teaches you to develop a natural-language-based ORM model
and then, where needed, abstract ER and UML models from it. This book will
quickly make you proficient in the modeling technique that is proving vital to the
development of accurate and efficient databases that best meet real business
objectives. The most in-depth coverage of Object Role Modeling available
anywhere-written by a pioneer in the development of ORM. Provides additional
coverage of Entity Relationship (ER) modeling and the Unified Modeling
Language-all from an ORM perspective. Intended for anyone with a stake in the
accuracy and efficacy of databases: systems analysts, information modelers,
database designers and administrators, instructors, managers, and
programmers. Explains and illustrates required concepts from mathematics and
set theory.
This monograph is devoted to computational morphology, particularly to the
construction of a two-dimensional or a three-dimensional closed object boundary
through a set of points in arbitrary position. By applying techniques from
computational geometry and CAGD, new results are developed in four stages of
the construction process: (a) the gamma-neighborhood graph for describing the
structure of a set of points; (b) an algorithm for constructing a polygonal or
polyhedral boundary (based on (a)); (c) the flintstone scheme as a hierarchy for
polygonal and polyhedral approximation and localization; (d) and a Beziertriangle based scheme for the construction of a smooth piecewise cubic
boundary.
This is an essential guide to entity relationship and class modelling for business
analysts in line with, and beyond, the BCS Data Analysis syllabus.
This is the digital version of the printed book (Copyright © 1996). Learning the
basics of a modeling technique is not the same as learning how to use and apply
it. To develop a data model of an organization is to gain insights into its nature
that do not come easily. Indeed, analysts are often expected to understand
subtleties of an organization's structure that may have evaded people who have
worked there for years. Here's help for those analysts who have learned the
basics of data modeling (or "entity/relationship modeling") but who need to obtain
the insights required to prepare a good model of a real business. Structures
common to many types of business are analyzed in areas such as accounting,
material requirements planning, process manufacturing, contracts, laboratories,
and documents. In each chapter, high-level data models are drawn from the
following business areas: The Enterprise and Its World The Things of the
Enterprise Procedures and Activities Contracts Accounting The Laboratory
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Material Requirements Planning Process Manufacturing Documents Lower-Level
Conventions
This book is addressed at decision makers, project teams, project managers,
company's IT-managers, and staff of consulting companies, who are either
involved in complex standard software implementation, or release migration
projects. The book stresses the shortcomings of many present standard software
implementations which mainly pertain to insufficiently optimised business
processes, thus standard software has caused a lot of dissatisfied companies.
The authors analyse certain popular implementation approaches (life-cyclemodels) of different Standard Software suppliers. It shows how a new semiprocess oriented way of implementing modern standard software systems may
contribute to a better business performance.
Knowledge Architectures reviews traditional approaches to managing information
and explains why they need to adapt to support 21st-century information
management and discovery. Exploring the rapidly changing environment in which
information is being managed and accessed, the book considers how to use
knowledge architectures, the basic structures and designs that underlie all of the
parts of an effective information system, to best advantage. Drawing on 40 years
of work with a variety of organizations, Bedford explains that failure to understand
the structure behind any given system can be the difference between an effective
solution and a significant and costly failure. Demonstrating that the information
user environment has shifted significantly in the past 20 years, the book explains
that end users now expect designs and behaviors that are much closer to the
way they think, work, and act. Acknowledging how important it is that those
responsible for developing an information or knowledge management system
understand knowledge structures, the book goes beyond a traditional library
science perspective and uses case studies to help translate the abstract and
theoretical to the practical and concrete. Explaining the structures in a simple and
intuitive way and providing examples that clearly illustrate the challenges faced
by a range of different organizations, Knowledge Architectures is essential
reading for those studying and working in library and information science, data
science, systems development, database design, and search system architecture
and engineering.
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th International
Conference on Conceptual Modeling, ER '98, held in Singapore, in November
1998. The 32 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from a total of 95 submissions. The book is divided into chapters on conceptual
modeling and design, user interface modeling, information retrieval on the Web,
semantics and constraints, conceptual modeling tools, quality and reliability
metrics, industrial experience in conceptual modeling, object-oriented database
management systems, data warehousing, industrial case studies, object-oriented
approaches.
This book is a comprehensive presentation of entity-relationship (ER) modeling
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with regard to an integrated development and modeling of database applications.
It comprehensively surveys the achievements of research in this field and deals
with the ER model and its extensions. In addition, the book presents techniques
for the translation of the ER model into classical database models and
languages, such as relational, hierarchical, and network models and languages,
as well as into object-oriented models.
Business Information Systems, Concepts and Examples.ISBN: 0952795639 Year: 1998
This book aims to fill a gap in the current business and tutorial literature. It has been
designed for the business individual, for the student and the computer professional who
need a detailed overview of business information systems. It explores computing in
general, the structured development of systems using processes and data analysis;
object oriented and other methods. It includes the project planning and testing
procedures for the Millennium thread.
This new book aims to provide both beginners and experts with a completely
algorithmic approach to data analysis and conceptual modeling, database design,
implementation, and tuning, starting from vague and incomplete customer requests and
ending with IBM DB/2, Oracle, MySQL, MS SQL Server, or Access based software
applications. A rich panoply of solutions to actual useful data sub-universes (e.g.
business, university, public and home library, geography, history, etc.) is provided,
constituting a powerful library of examples. Four data models are presented and used:
the graphical Entity-Relationship, the mathematical EMDM, the physical Relational, and
the logical deterministic deductive Datalog ones. For each one of them, best practice
rules, algorithms, and the theory beneath are clearly separated. Four case studies, from
a simple public library example, to a complex geographical study are fully presented, on
all needed levels. Several dozens of real-life exercises are proposed, out of which at
least one per chapter is completely solved. Both major historical and up-to-date
references are provided for each of the four data models considered. The book
provides a library of useful solutions to real-life problems and provides valuable
knowledge on data analysis and modeling, database design, implementation, and fine
tuning.
"This book is the definitive guide for SAP NetWeaver BI professionals. Based on their
extraordinary expertise with the product, the authors provide deep insights about key
innovations in the areas of user experience, query performance, integrated planning,
and enterprise-wide data warehousing." —Stefan Sigg, Vice President, SAP NetWeaver
Business Intelligence The long-anticipated publication of this second edition reflects the
growing success of SAP NetWeaver as well as the various Business Intelligence (BI)
capabilities that are embedded with SAP BW version 7.0. Written by SAP insiders, this
comprehensive guide takes into account the ever-changing features, functionality, and
toolsets of SAP NetWeaver to bring you the most updated information on how to use
SAP BW to design, build, deploy, populate, access, analyze, present, and administer
data. You'll discover the options that are available in SAP NetWeaver and uncover a
new means to improve business performance. This book reflects the process an
organization goes through during an implementation of the software. The authors begin
with an introduction to BI and SAP NetWeaver and quickly progress to information
modeling and enterprise data warehouse concepts. You'll learn how to access and
deliver meaningful analytic information to the organization, as well as perform
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integrated planning functions. Finally, the authors share invaluable insight on
warehouse administration, performance, and security. With more than 50 percent new
or revised material, this second edition of Mastering the SAP Business Information
Warehouse shows you how to: Extract data from online transaction processing systems
Store transformed data in a way that best supports reporting and analysis Use the
various Business Explorer tools such as BEx Report Designer, BEx Analyzer, BEx
Broadcaster, and BEx Web Application Designer Schedule, monitor, troubleshoot, and
archive data loads The companion Web site contains sample chapters in Wiki format
and the authors' blog where readers may enter discussions about the book and SAP.
Wiley Technology Publishing Timely. Practical. Reliable. Visit our Web site at
www.wiley.com/compbooks/ Visit the companion Web site at
www.wiley.com/compbooks/mcdonald The companion Web site contains the sample
code presented in the text of the book, plus implementation templates.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed joint post-proceedings of four
international workshops held in conjunction with the 21st International Conference on
Conceptual Modeling, ER 2002, in Tampere, Finland in October 2002. The 38 revised
full papers presented were carefully selected and improved during two rounds of
reviewing and revision. The papers are organized in topical sections on management of
time and changes in information systems; architectures, models, and tools for systems
evolution; conceptual modeling approaches to mobile information systems
development; quality of conceptual models; requirements and entity relationship
models; class models and architectures; Web and interactive models; processes,
models, and Web services; e-business methods and technologies; and success factors
for conceptual modeling in e-business.
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference
on Conceptual Modeling, ER '96, held in Cottbus, Germany, in October 1996. The
volume presents three invited contributions together with 29 revised full papers selected
from 110 submissions. The papers cover all current aspects of the entity-relationship
approach and conceptual modeling; they are organized in sections on advanced
schema design, processes, query languages, representation, integration, principles of
database design, transformation, enhanced modelling, capturing design information,
and evolution.
This practical "how-to" guide to both using the ARIS Design Platform and how to use it
to create real business models, follows Rob Davis’ hugely successful Business
Process Modelling with ARIS (Springer 2001). This second volume describes the new
release of ARIS 7 Design Platform including ARIS Business Architect and ARIS
Business Designer. Containing tips, techniques and short cuts gained from practical
experience, this book show how to use ARIS in an easy way, supporting smart methods
and smart models, and displays how ARIS can be used as a powerful tool for BPM.
This book is a must-have guide and reference for all existing and new users of ARIS.
This book gathers together, in a new way, established and contemporary thinking about
how to get the best out of information technology and information systems investments.
Working managers who are beset by the complexities of information management in
the age of Big Data and the Social Web, and students who are trying to make sense of
information management in a chaotic world that is more and more driven by the
Internet, will all benefit from this new treatment of a long-standing and problematic
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domain. Importantly, the book reveals and clarifies the dependencies that exist between
the inner world of information technology and the outer world of people and
organisations at work. The book differs from other books in its reflective approach. It
avoids lengthy, descriptive, and prescriptive dogma. Rather, it provides tools for
thinking about information management and it identifies strategic and tactical options at
six levels: from the simple consideration of information technology and information
systems, right through to issues of organisational performance and business strategy.
At the heart of the matter are two critical and tightly connected issues: the ways that we
conceive and manage an organisation’s processes, and the ways that we conceive
and manage the information that an organisation needs to sustain those processes.
The six-level framework that achieves this clarity is the “Information Management Body
of Knowledge” (familiarly known as the “IMBOK”). This easy-to-understand and easyto-remember framework has been found to be extremely useful in business, in
government, in civil society and in education. Throughout the book, selected research
papers are identified and summarised. There are also summary chapters from three
different operational perspectives: performance and competency assessment using the
IMBOK, undertaking research into related issues, and a review of parallel expert
thinking. This book stands as a reference point and resource for all those who need to
straddle the disparate worlds of “information technology” and “business”. It provides
firm pedagogical foundations for courses dealing with business management in the
information age, and it provides a sound reference framework for researchers who
need to position research projects related to information technology and information
systems in a wider context. For busy managers, who simply wish to identify, understand
and successfully manage information technology-related opportunities, it provides an
ideal arrangement of ideas and tools that will help them.
Today's database professionals must understand how to apply database systems to
business processes and how to develop database systems for both business
intelligence and Web-based applications. Database Development and Management
explains all aspects of database design, access, implementation, application
development, and management, as well
Interoperability is a topic of considerable interest for business entities, as the exchange
and use of data is important to their success and sustainability. Electronic Business
Interoperability: Concepts, Opportunities and Challenges analyzes obstacles, provides
critical assessment of existing approaches, and reviews recent research efforts to
overcome interoperability problems in electronic business. It serves as a source of
knowledge for researchers, educators, students, and industry practitioners to share and
exchange their most current research findings, ideas, practices, challenges, and
opportunities concerning electronic business interoperability.
Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as installation, querying,
user management, security, and backups and recovery.
After describing the functions of the PC and the role of computers in local and global
networks, the authors explain the fundamentals of data management, as well as the
support of firms' functions and processes through information processing. The concepts
utilized are deployed in a multitude of modern and integrated application systems in
manufacturing and service industries. These application examples make up the core of
the book. Many application examples illustrate the methodologies addressed.
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This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on the
Entity-Relationship Approach, ER '94, held in Manchester, UK in December 1994. The
ER '94 book is devoted to business modelling and re-engineering and provides a
balanced view between research and practical experience. The 34 full revised papers
presented are organized in sections on business process modelling, enterprise
modelling, systems evolution, modelling integrity constraints, object-oriented
databases, active databases, CASE, reverse engineering, information system
modelling, schema coordination, and re-engineering.
Here you will learn how to develop an attractive, easily readable, conceptual, businessoriented entity/relationship model, using a variation on the UML Class Model notation.
This book has two audiences: • Data modelers (both analysts and database designers)
who are convinced that UML has nothing to do with them; and • UML experts who
don’t realize that architectural data modeling really is different from object modeling
(and that the differences are important). David Hay’s objective is to finally bring these
two groups together in peace. Here all modelers will receive guidance on how to
produce a high quality (that is, readable) entity/relationship model to describe the data
architecture of an organization. The notation involved happens to be the one for class
models in the Unified Modeling Language, even though UML was originally developed
to support object-oriented design. Designers have a different view of the world from
those who develop business-oriented conceptual data models, which means that to use
UML for architectural modeling requires some adjustments. These adjustments are
described in this book. David Hay is the author of Enterprise Model Patterns:
Describing the World, a comprehensive model of a generic enterprise. The diagrams
were at various levels of abstraction, and they were all rendered in the slightly modified
version of UML Class Diagrams presented here. This book is a handbook to describe
how to build models such as these. By way of background, an appendix provides a
history of the two groups, revealing the sources of their different attitudes towards the
system development process. If you are an old-school ER modeler and now find
yourself having to come up to speed on UML to get that next job (or keep the current
one), this is your guidebook to success. If you are a long time object oriented
programmer who has to interact with data modelers, this book is for you too. David has
done the hard work of mapping out how to do a logical entity relationship model using
standard (and accepted) UML diagram components. This book shows you step-by-step,
with ample examples, how to get from here to there with the least pain possible for all
concerned. Kent Graziano Certified Data Vault Master and Oracle ACE Past-President
of ODTUG & RMOUG Brilliantly organized: three books hidden in one cohesive work.
Not withstanding the tremendous value provided by cross-training data
architects/modelers and object modelers/architects, making each better at what they
do, Appendix B presents an absolutely awesome concise, yet detailed, history of
modeling objects and data that clearly documents the differences in the approaches
over the years and helps bring it all into perspective. This book is packed with useful
information. Even the footnotes add clarity and offer interesting and often humorous
editorial insight making it a fun read. Whatever viewpoint the reader is coming from this
book has something to offer as long as the reader maintains an open mind. Roland
Berg Senior Architect Diligent Consulting, Inc. San Antonio, Texas
This definitive book is endorsed by ORACLE, one of the leading database corporations
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today, and explains key techniques for defining the functionality of a business and
subsequent high-quality integrated systems.
As the 21st century begins, we are faced with opportunities and challenges of available
technology as well as pressured to create strategic and tactical plans for future
technology. Worldwide, IT professionals are sharing and trading concepts and ideas for
effective IT management, and this co-operation is what leads to solid IT management
practices. This volume is a collection of papers that present IT management
perspectives from professionals around the world. The papers seek to offer new ideas,
refine old ones, and pose interesting scenarios to help the reader develop companysensitive management strategies.
For programmers who prefer content to frills, this guide has succinct and
straightforward information for putting Access to its full, individually tailored use.
Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition, covers the basics of data modeling while focusing on
developing a facility in techniques, rather than a simple familiarization with "the rules". In order
to enable students to apply the basics of data modeling to real models, the book addresses the
realities of developing systems in real-world situations by assessing the merits of a variety of
possible solutions as well as using language and diagramming methods that represent industry
practice. This revised edition has been given significantly expanded coverage and reorganized
for greater reader comprehension even as it retains its distinctive hallmarks of readability and
usefulness. Beginning with the basics, the book provides a thorough grounding in theory
before guiding the reader through the various stages of applied data modeling and database
design. Later chapters address advanced subjects, including business rules, data
warehousing, enterprise-wide modeling and data management. It includes an entirely new
section discussing the development of logical and physical modeling, along with new material
describing a powerful technique for model verification. It also provides an excellent resource
for additional lectures and exercises. This text is the ideal reference for data modelers, data
architects, database designers, DBAs, and systems analysts, as well as undergraduate and
graduate-level students looking for a real-world perspective. Thorough coverage of the
fundamentals and relevant theory. Recognition and support for the creative side of the
process. Expanded coverage of applied data modeling includes new chapters on logical and
physical database design. New material describing a powerful technique for model verification.
Unique coverage of the practical and human aspects of modeling, such as working with
business specialists, managing change, and resolving conflict.
"This multi-volume reference examines critical issues and emerging trends in global business,
with topics ranging from managing new information technology in global business operations to
ethics and communication strategies"--Provided by publisher.
This work has been revised and updated to provide a comprehensive treatment of database
design for commercial database products and their applications. The book covers the basic
foundation of design as well as more advanced techniques, and also incorporates coverage of
data warehousing and OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing), data mining, object-relational,
multimedia, and temporal/spatial design.
An entity-relationship approach to the business, a structured, systematic and intuitive business
model of entities, relationships and key data for innovation, entrepreneurship and
management. The Business Entity-Relationship Model (ERM) presented in this work enables: acquire a logical and interrelated view of the key elements of the business and its application in
the processes of innovation, entrepreneurship and business management - provide a new
definition of the business concept, represent all businesses generically, their specific types and
any particular business - redefine innovation more broadly, generate ideas and increase
innovation capacity - tackle entrepreneurship with an integrated and interdependent vision of
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the key elements of the new business - plan, execute and control the business strategy against
competitors in a sector of economic activity - identify the origin and understand the apparently
complex, heterogeneous and abstract concepts used in business management and generate
new key or strategic data in an organized and homogeneous form The new model is based on
the Entity-Relationship technique, which allows the representation of the real world by
elements called entities and relationships that occur between them. In addition, new concepts
called supra-entities, supra-relationships and supra-attributes to cover the diversity of
situations and perspectives existing in reality are proposed.
Entity-relationship (E-R) diagrams are time-tested models for database development wellknown for their usefulness in mapping out clear database designs. Also commonly known is
how difficult it is to master them. With this comprehensive guide, database designers and
developers can quickly learn all the ins and outs of E-R diagramming to become expe
The ARIS architecture developed here is described in concrete terms as an information model
within the entity-relationship approach. This information model, in turn, serves as the basis for
the systematic and rational application of methods in the development of information systems.
Furthermore, it provides the basis for storing the enterprise's application-specific data,
organization and function models. The ARIS architecture constitutes a framework within which
integrated applications can be developed, optimized and converted into EDP-technical
implementations. At the same time, it demonstrates how economics can examine and analyze
information systems so as to translate their contents into EDP-form.
This book is for all data modelers, data architects, and database designers?be they novices
who want to learn what’s involved in data modeling, or experienced modelers who want to
brush up their skills. A novice will not only gain an overview of data modeling, they will also
learn how to follow the data modeling process, including the activities required for each step.
The experienced practitioner will discover (or rediscover) techniques to ensure that data
models accurately reflect business requirements. This book describes rigorous yet easily
implemented approaches to: · modeling of business information requirements for review by
business stakeholders before development of the logical data model · normalizing data, based
on simple questions rather than the formal definitions which many modelers find intimidating ·
naming and defining concepts and attributes · modeling of time-variant data · documenting
business rules governing both the real world and data · data modeling in an Agile project ·
managing data model change in any type of project · transforming a business information
model to a logical data model against which developers can code · implementing the logical
data model in a traditional relational DBMS, an SQL:2003-compliant DBMS, an objectrelational DBMS, or in XML. Part 1 describes business information models in-depth, including: ·
the importance of modeling business information requirements before embarking on a logical
data model · business concepts (entity classes) · attributes of business concepts · attribute
classes as an alternative to DBMS data types · relationships between business concepts · timevariant data · generalization and specialization of business concepts · naming and defining the
components of the business information model · business rules governing data, including a
distinction between real-world rules and data rules. Part 2 journeys from requirements to a
working data resource, covering: · sourcing data requirements · developing the business
information model · communicating it to business stakeholders for review, both as diagrams
and verbally · managing data model change · transforming the business information model into
a logical data model of stored data for implementation in a relational or object-relational DBMS
· attribute value representation and data constraints (important but often overlooked) ·
modeling data vault, dimensional and XML data.
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